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Introduction 
  Preterm birth is defined as birth between the age of viability and 37
completed weeks of gestation. Incidence of preterm birth ranges between 5 to
21% in India.
  Preterm birth is the leading cause of perinatal mortality and morbidity
worldwide.  As compared to  term babies,  premature  babies have increased
morbidity  due  to  organ  system  immaturity  .These  infants  suffer  from
immediate complications of prematurity as well as long term sequel such as
neurodevelopmental  disability.  Preterm  birth  contributes 75%  of  neonatal
death and it becomes 85% after excluding lethal anomalies and contributes to
50% of long term morbidity.
       The  pathophysiology  of  spontaneous  preterm  labour  and  preterm
premature  rupture  of  membranes  has  been  extensively  studied  worldwide
with  the  aim  of  identifying  those  women  who  are  at  risk  for  preterm
deliveries.
    Based  on  observations  worldwide,  there  is  increasing  evidence  that
infections like genital and urinary tract infections and cervical insufficiency
play major role in occurrence of spontaneous preterm labour.
Numerous clinical and biochemical tests were studied for the prediction
of  preterm  labour  including  patient  demographics,  cevical  length
measurement ,fetal fibronectin tests and microbial screening.All these tests
helps us in identifying high risk group and thereby in preventing occurrence
of preterm labour to some extent.
The  process  of  preterm  labour  is  initiated  by  variety  of
mechanisms  which is similar to mechanisms  initiating parturition at term.
Cervico-vaginal infections, asymptomatic bacteruria, cervical incompetence,
decidual haemorrhage, overdistension of uterus are additional contributors.
Various  studies  suggests  the  evidence  of  impact  of  extremes  of
maternal age, low socioeconomic status, low pre-pregnancy weight, obstetric
factors  such  as  prior  preterm  birth,  psychological  factors like  stress  on
preterm labour onset.
With better screening test and availability of treatment strategies to defer
preterm  labour,  the  major  burden  of  preterm  delievery  can  be  reduced.
Various methods are available for prediction of preterm labour including risk
scoring systems,  fetal  fibronectin assay  ,  salivary  estriol,  cervicovaginal  β
HCG, phosphorylated insulin like growth factor binding protein and  cervical
morphology .Transvaginal sonographic measurement of cervical length is the
best available method in prediction of spontaneous preterm birth.
Various  studies  done  on  this  preterm delivery suggest  that  effective
screening by measuring cervical length during mid trimester and identifying
those  at  risk  is  very  useful  as  the  therapeutic  intervention using  cervical
encirclage and progestins upto 34 weeks could reduce risk of preterm delivery
by 42% thereby reducing perinatal mortality and morbidity.
AIM AND OBJECTIVES
 
1.To determine cervical length by transvaginal sonography in 
asymptomatic singleton pregnancies between 18-26 weeks of gestation.
2.To establish the relationship between cervical length measured at mid- 
trimester and their time of delivery.
3.To assess the potential value of routine cervical length measurement in 
singleton pregnancy between 18-26 weeks in the prediction of risk for preterm 
delivery.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
     Understanding the anatomy & physiology behind onset of preterm 
labour could help clinicians to predict and prevent preterm delivery and 
thereby improve the neonatal mortality and morbidity.
     Uterus is a pear shaped organ, specially created for its reproductive 
and menstrual function in females. It consists of an upper portion- uterine 
corpus/body and lower portion-cervix and the junction of two is isthmus which
forms lower uterine segment in gravid uterus nearing term.
      Uterine body is made of muscles whereas cervix is made up of 
connective tissues predominantly. Cervical portion of uterus is fusiform 
extending from internal os to external os. The visceral peritoneum is reflected 
onto the urinary bladder at the level of internal os.
      Cervix had two segments .the upper portio supravaginalis and the 
lower portio vaginalis based on the vaginal attachment to the cervix40.Internal 
os is closed and round whereas the shape of external os is variable depending 
upon the parity. In nulliparous ,it is round and in multiparous females it is 
transverse slit like formed by anterior and posterior cervical lips.
      The lining epithelium of endocervix is single layer of columnar 
epithelium and ectocervix is lined by non keratinised stratified layers of 
squamous epithelium.
      Cervical stroma is made of connective tissues like collagen, elastin 
and proteoglycans. During pregnancy and delivery, various cervical changes 
occurs in consistency due to alteration in the relative composition and 
arrangement of connective tissue.
       Inorder to understand the physiology of preterm labour, idea about 
normal physiological changes in labour is essential. There are four phases of 
parturition like
Phase 1: Uterine quiescence and cervical softening
Phase 2: Preparation for labour-myometrial & cervical changes
Phase 3: Labour-three stages
Phase 4 : Puerperium
In phase 1 , uterine quiescence characterized by uterine muscle 
tranquillity and maintenance of cervical structural integrity. This myometrial 
unresponsiveness continues till the end of pregnancy. Low intensity uterine 
contractions usually do not result in effacement and dilation of cervix.
Cervix has many roles during pregnancy like barrier function against 
genital infections, maintenance of cervical competence and serial changes 
during parturition and increasing tissue compliance during delivery.
Effacement of cervix results from increased vascularity, glandular and 
stromal hydration and hypertrophy.
    During extracellular matrix changes ,collagen undergoes structural 
changes thereby changing strength of tissue and its flexibilty.
 In phase 2 of parturition, myometrial changes occurs preparing it for 
uterine contractions. There is a marked increase in oxytocin receptors 
,increased response to uterotonics. There is also formation of lower uterine 
segment from isthmus.
     Cervical changes during phase 2 involves connective tissue changes 
called ripening. During this phase, the relative composition of proteoglycans 
and glycosaminoglycans within connective tissue matrix is altered. These 
matrix changes are accompanied by stromal invasion with inflammatory cells. 
Hence cervical ripening is an inflammatory process ,resulting in release of 
degradation enzymes causing breakdown of matrix.
     Phase 3 is regular uterine myometrial contractions resulting in 
expulsion of products of conception out of endometrial cavity. During first 
stage of labour, taking up cervix occurs slowly as cervical effacement occurs 
progressively. Its is characterised as shortening of cervical canal from 2 cm 
length to a circular thin paper like edges. The circular muscle fibres around 
internal os is taken up by the lower uterine segment formed from isthmus.
     As the cervix and lower segment of uterus has less resistance, each 
uterine myometrial contraction results in progressive cervical dilation. Bulging
bag of membranes also aids in dilatation of cervix. In cases of premature 
rupture of membranes, well applied fetal presenting part will aid in cervical 
dilation.
     In phase 4, after placental delivery, remodelling of cervix and uterus 
occurs inorder to attain prepreganancy state.
Preterm labour:
Problem statement:
     Worldwide more than 1 in 10 babies born too early each year.
More than 1 million (6.5%) Neonates die due to Persistent pulmonary 
hypertension of newborn, necrotising enterocolitis, Septicaemia & lack of cost 
effective care .
    Many survivors face learning disabilities, visual and hearing problems.
Inequalities in survival rates worldwide are stark.
Major risks of preterm delivery
PRETERM LABOR 
Most mortality and morbidity 
is experienced by babies born 
before 34 weeks
India has the highest number of preterm births and deaths in the 
world!
36 lakhs infants in India are born premature.
More than 3 lakhs (10%) babies die due to complications of prematurity.
The financial burden due to preterm birth in our country is also high.
Infants between 500 to 999gm birth weight stay in NICU for 44 days (4 
lakhs)
Infants between 1000 to 1500 grams birth weight stay in a NICU for 26 
days (2.5 lakhs)
Premature infants may suffer from Neurodevelopmental impairment 
which add to overall economic burden on parents 
Definition:  
Occurrence of uterine contractions of sufficient frequency and intensity to
effect progressive effacement and dilatation of the cervix between 20 and 37 
weeks’ gestation.(ACOG 2003)
Regular uterine contractions - frequency of four per 20 minutes or eight 
per 60 minutes, with PROM/ cervical dilation > 2 cm, effacement > 80 %  / 
change in cervical dilation or effacement detected by serial examinations.
Subdivision of preterm birth based on gestational age at delivery :
Late preterm: 34 to 36 +6 weeks
Early preterm: 32 to <34 weeks
Very preterm: 28 to <32 weeks
Extremely preterm: <28 weeks
Causes of preterm delivery:
Four direct causes for preterm delivery is proposed which are
i) Spontaneous preterm labour with unruptured membranes
ii) Preterm premature rupture of membranes
iii) Iatrogenic 
iv)Multiple pregnancies
Basic pathophysiology:
    Inorder to prevent preterm births, the pathophysiology behind 
spontaneous preterm delivery and those complicated by premature rupture of 
membranes must be understood.
 The associated factors studied are multifetal gestations, 
chorioamnionitis, antepartum hemorrhage, threatened abortion, cervical 
insufficiency, hydramnios ,uterine anomalies and fetal anomalies.
 All the factors have unique way of contribution to preterm labour which 
culminates to common point resulting in premature cervical softening and 
dilation. 
Preterm labour is a final step of either acute or chronic process initiated 
weeks or even months before the actual onset of premature uterine 
contractions and cervical dilation.
Spontaneous preterm onset of labour: 
   Four major causes of spontaneous onset of preterm labour with 
unruptured membranes are uterine overdistension, feto-maternal distress, 
infection and premature cervical changes.
1.Uterine overdistension
   There are adequate evidences in literature which suggest the positive 
relationship between increased incidence of preterm birth and multiple 
gestation and hydramnios. These two factors causing overdistended uterus 
shows the increased expression of contraction associated proteins(CAPs) in 
the cells of uterine myometrium. Stretching of myometrium causes expression 
of CAP genes which codes for gap junction proteins like connexin 43 
,oxytocin receptors,prostaglandin synthase.( korita,2012; lyall 2002;sooranna 
2004)
    Reports suggest GRPs gastrin releasing peptides are increased due to 
myometrial stretching to induce contraction.( Tattershell 2012)
There is stretch induced potassium channel TREK-1 upregulated during 
pregnancy and down regulated during parturition.
    This pattern of expression is consistent with potential role in uterine 
relaxation during pregnancy.TREK-1 splice variants that block function of full
length TREK-1 is identified in myometrium of women with preterm labour.
     Excessive stretching also activates feto-placental endocrine cascade 
which enhances maternal corticotrophin releasing hormone and oestrogen 
levels. These enhance the expression of CAP genes.(warren 1990,wolfe 
1988)premature stretch and endocrine activation causes premature ripening of 
cervix manifested in the form of progressive cervical length shortening and 
effacement.
2.Feto-maternal stress:
    During third trimester of gestation, placenta derived corticotrophin 
releasing hormone hormone increases. CRH along with ACTH  acts on 
adrenals and raises the fetal and maternal steroid synthesis. This increase in 
cortisol inturn increases placental CRH causing a feed for increase placental 
CRH further stimulating DHEA-S synthesis, which is the main substrate for 
eostriol synthesis.
   This rise in cortisol and estrogens results in early loss of loss of 
myometrial quiescence. Hence a positive association of early rise in maternal 
CRH levels with preterm labour is proven.CRH assay could be a biomarker as 
a predictor of preterm labour.(Holzman,2001;McGrath 2002;McLean 1995) 
Single measurement of CRH is not useful as the levels vary among pregnant 
women. hence a serial CRH measurement is useful.early activation of 
endocrine cascade is seen in women with preterm labour.
3. Infection:
    It can be subclinical infection or with histological evidence of 
inflammatory changes in decidual, fetal membranes. There is increased 
evidence of lactobacillus in pregnant women when compared with non 
pregnant status. Microbial invasion in genital tract causes infection mediated 
preterm birth. But positive cultures of amniotic fluid is present only in 20-40%
(Gonclaves 2002). Women with positive cultures show evidence of symptoms 
of chorioamnionitis and premature rupture of membranes.
The babies born to such patients are prone for sepsis. In some cases, 
culture does not show the microbial growth despite of inflammatory cells in 
amniotic fluid. This is due to the endotoxins produced by the amniotic cells in 
response to infection in maternal tissue.
     Source of such infection is mainly ascending from cervix and vagina 
followed by hematogenous infection and retrograde infection from fallopian 
tubes.
Four stages of microbial invasion:
Stage1: Bacterial vaginosis
Stage 2: Infection of decidua
Stage 3:Infection of amniotic fluid
Stage 4:Fetal systemic infection
      Progression of these stages leads to increased rate of preterm birth. 
Bacterial vaginosis is caused by gardenella vaginalis, fusobacterium, 
mycoplasma .bacterials lipopolyscchrides induce the production of 
inflammatory cytokines like interleukin-1Beta, IL-6. IL8a and tumour necrosis
factor alpha.
Preterm premature rupture of membranes:
   As per American college of obstetrics and gynaecology 2013,PPROM 
is defined as premature spontaneous rupture of membranes before 37 
completed weeks of gestation before the onset of labour. Though by 
definition , PPROM is spontaneous ,it is usually preceded by infections like 
urinary tract infection and bacterial vaginosis, low body mass index, smoking 
etc. Previous history of preterm rupture of membranes is
also proposed as risk factor.
     Membranes cellular component apoptosis occurs due to increased 
proteases. Collagen types 3 and 1 gives tensile strength for membranes.
Matrix metalloproteinase MMP-1,MMP-2,MMP-3and MMP -9 are 
increased in amniotic fluid in patients with preterm ruptured membranes.
These amnions express increased rate of programmed cell death 
Multifoetal gestation
   Increase in artificial reproductive methods and ovulation induction, 
twins and higher order pregnancy is increasing worldwide. Perinatal mortality 
in multiple gestation is mainly due to its prematurity. Almost 95 percentage of 
multiple pregnancy results in preterm delivery. The incidence of early and 
very early preterm birth is also very high compared to singleton pregnancies.
     As already discussed, stretching of myometrial fibres as in 
overdistension is the main pathology behind the preterm labour following 
multiple gestation.
Other risk factors :
Threatened abortion:
     There has been increasing evidence to suggest that any type of vaginal
bleeding like spotting or bleeding during first trimester or early second 
trimester between 6 to 13 weeks results in subsequent preterm delivery, 
abrutio placenta or subsequent pregnancy loss before 24 weeks.
Lifetsyle factors:
     Analysis of preterm deliveries has revealed a positive correlation 
between  smoking, illicit drug abuse and inadequate maternal weight gain. 
Extremes of BMI has proven to be risk factor for preterm delivery.(cnattingius
2013,DK James 10et al). Other maternal risk factors like extremes of age ,low 
socioeconomic status, poverty, vitamin C deficiency cause preterm delivery.
(casanueva 2005,gielchinsky 2002,kramer 1995,meis 1995,satin 1994)
     Psychological maternal factors that affect the birth of the fetus include
maternal depressive disorders, anxiety disorders ,stress induced disorders. 
     Neggers et al has studied physical abuse as a cause of preterm labour 
and has found that a positive correlation between abuse and preterm and low 
birth weight babies.
     Long physical activity like working for long hours and hard physical 
labour has not been proven to a cause of preterm labour.(Goldenberg 2008) 
However some evidence support evidence of preterm and low birth weight 
babies in those women working with strenuous working time.(luke 1995)
Genetic factors:
     Literatures are in favour of causal relationship between genetic factors
and preterm birth.(Gibson 2007,hampton 2006).Preterm delivery in woman 
has familial, racial and recurrence which signifies the genetic background 
behind preterm labour.( Li 2004.macones 2004)
     The pathophysiology of preterm in such studies have implicated the 
role of immunomodulatory genes in causing chorioamnionitis thereby causing 
preterm delivery.
Fetal birth defects:
      FASTER trial studies has been analysed and various anomalies of 
fetus is associated with preterm delivery and low birthweight babies.
Periodontal disease:
     Periodontal disease is the inflammation of gums and tissues 
surrounding tooth which causes erosion and loss of alveolar bone around the 
teeth which when left alone without treatment can lead to loss of the teeth .the 
pathophysiology behind bone loss is the infection triggering intense immune 
response for the toxins released by microoraganisms.
The diagnosis is usually clinical by probing into the gum tissue around 
teeth.x ray film is taken to identify that amount of bone loss. Xray is not taken 
during pregnancy. Treatment includes antibiotics with anerobic coverage as 
reviewed by Jignesh J kansaria7
     Periodontal infection is more common in western countries and is due 
to the poor oral hygiene and formation of plaques in gums which initiates the 
infection. Vergnes 12 and Sixou 2007 has concluded that periodontitis is 
associated with preterm delivery and treatment of which during pregnancy 
doesnot improve the outcome.(Stamilio 2007).Hence routine screening and 
treatment of periodontal disease is not recommended.
     Another study by Michalowicz 2006 wherein pregnant women 
between 13-17 weeks gestation having periodantal disease were identified and 
treated. The results signified no benefits over outcome in those patients treated
with antibiotics.
Interval between pregnancies:
     Adequate internal between two pregnancies is needed for the maternal 
stores of nutrition to get replenished and again her strength back. Adverse 
perinatal and maternal outcome has been observed in those with reduced 
interpregnancy interval that is less than 18 months. congede-agudelo 2006 has 
reported adverse outcomes like preterm birth and low birth weight babies born 
to mothers who have both reduced interval (<18 months) and prolonged 
interval( >59 months).
Prior preterm birth:
The major risk factor for preterm delivery is previous preterm 
delivery.There is 3 fold increase in incidence of preterm delivery in woman 
who delivered previous baby in preterm. Most woman with previous two 
subsequent preterm delivery has given birth to third preterm delivery and the 
period is within 2 weeks of previous gestational age at delivery. Surprisingly 
the cause of preterm labour has also recurred. A review of study conducted at 
parkland hospital has given the risk of preterm in present pregnancy following 
previous preterm delivery at 35 completed weeks is 5 percentage and those 
with previous birth at below 34weeks gestation is 16 percent. If there are two 
previous preterm birth below 34weeks there is 41 percent chance of preterm 
delivery in present pregnancy.
Infection:
    Goldenburg and co workers has studied the positive correlation 
between intrauterine infection and preterm delivery. Presence of intrauterine 
infections causes activation of immune system. Microorganisms causing 
infections triggers the release of inflammatory cytokines like interleukin -6 
and tumour necrosis factors alpha..these inflammatory cytokines induces the 
synthesis of prostaglandins and matrix degrading enzymes. Uterine 
contractions are caused by these prostaglandins released by infection whereas 
the matrix degrading enzymes causes tissue injury to fetal membranes 
resulting in preterm premature rupture of membranes.
About 25-40% of preterm birth results due to intrauterine infection.
Antimicrobial treatment may improve perinatal outcome. Azithromycin 
amd metronidazole combination has shown to reduce the preterm birth in 
studies.
Bacterial vaginosis:
    Bacterial vaginosis is alteration in normal vaginal flora. Lactobacillus 
which the normal inhabitant of vaginal mucosa is replaced by other bacteria 
like mycoplasma ,gardenella vaginalis,mobiluncus.
Lactobacillus produces hydrogen peroxide and maintains acidic pH 
which inhibits the growth of other harmful bacteria and microorganisms.
Using gram staining,the relative population of bacteria causing vaginosis 
is identified and measured using nugent score.
Various studies has shown association between preterm labour, premature
rupture of membranes and chorioamnionits with bacterial vaginosis.(hillier 
1995,kurki 1992)
     A gene-environment interaction is found there is tenfold rise in 
incidence of preterm labour in women with bacerial vaginosis and TNF alpha 
genotype. Treatment of bacterial vaginosis has not shown any improvement in 
the perinatal outcome or prevention of preterm delivery. Treatment options has
increased antimicrobial resistance.
Urinary tract infection:
   Inaddition to choroamnionitis and bacterial vaginosis, asymtomatic 
bacteruria remains the most common infection of genitial and urinary tract 
which increases the risk of preterm labour. The exact mechanism behind the 
UTI causing preterm contractions is not known. There can be colonistaion of 
same pathogen causing UTI in the vagina of these women which causes 
release of interleukins and tumour necrosis factors. These inturn causes 
preterm premature rupture of membranes or onset of uterine contractions due 
to prostaglandins.
Shahira  et  al  compared  perinatal outcome  in those  antenatal  mothers
with  evidence  of  asymtomatic  bacteruria  and  antenatal  mothers  without
bacteruria .The results has shown that the antenatal population with UTI has
increased risk of preterm labour as compared to the control group. Inaddition
to preterm babies. There is raised incidence of small for gestational babies.
High percentage of preterm delivery and small for gestational age.there is a
relative risk of  9.8 and 2.2 in preterm delivery with patients having urinary
tract infection  and those without urinary tract infection respectively.
The main pathophysiology behind onset  of preterm labour in patients
with  UTI  is  synthesis  of  bacterial products namely  phospholipase  A,C
endotoxin  which  stimulates prostaglandin  biosynthesis  by  fetal  membrane
initiating preterm labour contractions.
It is not uncommon that the placental trophoblastic tissues are infected
by viral pathogens.When such inefction occurs, placental dysfunction results
leading  to  placental  related  complications  like  uteroplacental  insuffiency,
preeclampsia, abrupion. The usual outcome of such viral infection affceting
placental  trophoblast  is  growth  restricted  babies.Preterm  birth  is  not
uncommon  response.  Preterm  labour  usually occurs secondary  to  host
inflammatory responses to viral infection.
Uterine anomalies:
       The prevalence of uterine anomalies in general population is not
completely  studied  as  most  of  them  go  unnoticed.  The  most  identified
anomlies are bicornuate uterus, subseptate and septate uterus and unicornuate
uterus.  There  is  high  chances  of  infertility,  spontaneous  miscarriages  and
recurrent pregnancy losses in patients having uterine anomalies. If at all ,a
patient  conceives  with  anomalous  uterus  and  continues  her  pregnancy
successfully till term ,the chances for spontaneous birth,premature rupure of
membranes and fetal malpresentation is high.The mechanism of preterm birth
in unicornuate uterus is proposed to be weak muscle mass in such type of
anomalous  uterus.al  the  studies  related  to  anomalous  uterus  and  adverse
perinatal outcome is not sufficient to draw conclusion and more studies have
been conducted worldwide. 
 Mullerian  duct  developmental  defects  causes  spontaneous miscarriage,
ectopic  pregnancy,  rudimentary  horn  pregnancy,  preterm  delivery,  fetal
growth restriction.
       Airoldi 3and associates has studied midtrimester sonographic
assessment of cervical length was reasonably accurate for predicting preterm 
birth in these women.
Tests for prediction of preterm labour
     Several screening methods are made to assess the prterm labour risk 
and to quantify the epidemiology and pregnancy features by using digital 
measurement of cervix length,which include Creasy et al , Mercer et al , But 
these scoring systems lack features of effective screening test and hence are 
not used.
1.Home ambulatory Uterine activity monitoring:
Ambulatory home uterine activity monitering is an objective method which 
helps in prediction preterm utreine contractions. there are ample number of 
reports evaluating the use of uterine activity monitering and it has been found 
that its not very effective as a screening test in high risk patients for preterm 
delivery.the study conducted by Iams et al has not found the threshold 
frequency of contractions helpful in prediction of preterm labour.
In this method,an electronic tocodynamometre is belted around uterus 
and the device is connected to recorder.the results are transmitted via 
telephone daily.the women undergoing these methods should be well educated
about signs and symptoms of preterm labour.in 1985.FDA approved its 
use.ACOG 1995 later declared that this technique is expensive,time 
consuming and it has increased anxiety among mothers and increased number 
of unwanted hospital visits.
   A study conducted by collaborative home uterine monitering study 
group 1 995 confirmed these above results.Americal college of obstetrics and 
gynecology 2012 a doesnot recommend this electronic uterine monitoring at 
home as screening test for prediction of preterm labour.
Biochemical Markers:
      Understandig  the  basic  pathology  behind  initiation  of  uterine
contractions in preterm delivery, has led to the development of biochemical
markers  for  the  prediction  of  the  same.  These  include  fetal  fibronectin,
salivary estriol,corticotropin releasing hormone etc
 Fetal Fibronection (FFN):
      Fetal  fibronectin  ia  a  glycoproetin  which is  normally  found in
cervico vaginal secretions after 37 weeks of gestation and before 20 weeks of
gesttaion.it acts as a glue or binder between decidual surface of uterus and
fetal membranes. when there is a disturbance in the anatomy of chorioamnion
and  decidual  surface  due  to  onset  of  uterine  contractions  or  intrauterien
infection the fetal fiibronectin level increases in cervico vaginal sceretions.
The glycoprotein is produced in 20 different forms by various cells like
hepatocytes,fibroblasts,endothelial cells and fetal amnion.in amniotic fluid it
is found in high concentrations as its the protein which helps in implantation
and in maintenance of placental adherance.(leeson 1996)
The positive test for fetal fibronectin is when the level exceeds 50ng/ml
detected by ELISA.(lookwood 1991)
     If the levels of fetal fibronectin detected by ELISA is lesser than 50
ng/ml ,the risk for preterm delivery is low.this biochemical test has very good
negative predictive value as which means the negative test can guarantee that
preterm labour  willnot  occur  in  these  women  for  the  next  2-3  weeks.the
negative  predictive  value  of  this  biochemical  test  is  around  97%but  the
positive predictive value of this test is less 35% which means those who get
values more than 50 ng/dl have likelihood of delivering preterm in next 2-3
weeks  is  35%. any  kind  of  contamination  in  cervix  due  to  rupture  of
membranes,bleeding in antepartum haemorrhage ,digital examination,sexual
intercourse,transvaginal  ultrasound  procedure  will  alter  the  results  of  this
biochemical test.
      In patients who already has got preterm contraction this test is not appropriate 
and it becomes neccessary to wait for 1-2 days before performing this test as it 
could result in high false positive results as referred by Reeba oliver31 et al  in 
their study.
 Screening asymptomatic women with this fetal fibronectin has not proven to 
improve the perinatal outcome hence american college of obstetrics and 
gynecology 2012b doesnot recommend screening using this fetal fibronectin 
tests.
Salivary estriol
The rise in the level of free unconjugated estriol in plasma is reflected by
its  concentration in  saliva.the concentration of  free estriol  is  detectable  in
plasma at about 9-10 weeks of gestation and rises throughout the pregnancy.
Sudden rise in estriol level occurs 4-5 weeks prior to onset of labour.At a
threshold of 2.3 ng/ ml, it has a sensitivity of 71% and false positive rate of
23% for delivery before 37 weeks. 
Corticotrophin releasing hormone.
Corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH) (corticoliberin) is a peptide 
hormone which is the central hormone for stress response encoded by CRH 
gene .Its main function is the stimulation of hypothalamo- pituitary adrenal 
axis by acting on pituitary causing the release of ACTH.
CRH is usually low in pregnancy and raises in second and third 
trimester.It rises there is further elevation of serum CRH levels in women 
with preterm labour (Warren, et al).Using cut off of 1.9 mom between 15-20 
weeks, sensitivity and positive predictive value are 72.7% and 36% 
respectively indicating poor test performance.
Relaxin:
In females,relaxin is produced mainly by the corpus luteum, in both 
pregnant and nonpregnant woman.usually  around the time of ovulation,the 
value of relaxin increases and attains the peak. In the absence of pregnancy, 
the level of relaxin decreases.During the first trimester of pregnancy, levels 
increase due to the relaxin produced by decidua.during pregnancy the peak of 
the value occurs in 14 weeks of gestation and during delivery.relaxin mediate 
some of the hemodynamic changes during pregnancy, such as increased 
cardiac output, increased renal blood flow, and increased arterial compliance 
and it relaxes the ligaments during final stage of pregnancy and during labour. 
Raised serum relaxin (more than 300 pg/ml) had moderate sensitivity, fairly 
high positive predictive value in preterm labour prediction.
Inflammatory cytokines:
     Inflammatory cytokines like interleukins 6 and 8 and TNF beta are
usually  detected  in  cervical  secretions  before  delivery.in  case  of  preterm
labour,these interleukins are present  in cervicovaginal secretions before 37
weeks of gestation which indicates the inflammatory reaction..Samira  et al
found there was 4- 5 fold increase in inflammatory cytokines like interleukin
6 and 8 level in early preterm labour compared to term delivery. 
     Bastawissi  et  al  has found the high levels of interleukins in vaginal
secretions will result in preterm uterine contractions irrespective of presence or
absence of infection. Levels above 8 pg/milliliter is indicative of high risk of
preterm labour. other cytokines like Granulocyte colony stimulating factors is
studies  by  Goldenberg13 et  al.  the  results  of  the  study shows that  elevated
levels  of  inflammatory  cytokines  granulocyte  colony  stimulating  factor  is
observed in preterm deliveries before 32 weeks of gestation
Phosphorylated insulin like growth factor binding protein-1
    
    The junction of chorioamnion and the decidual tissue has proteins like 
insulin like growth factor binding protein and the same is secreted in the 
cervical secretions of antenatal mother as she gets premature uterine 
contractions. the protein body in its phosphorylated form is detected in 
cervical secretion by monoclonal antibody test.very few studies and literature 
has studied this protein in prediction of preterm labour.in a research material 
published by leena et al ,the results are IGFBP-1 is elevated in preterm labour 
above 10ng/ml the this biochemical test has a good sensitivity of 70% and a 
fairly high negative predictive predictive value within seven days of test.unlike
other cytokines,this protein is not found in urine or seminal plasma which 
further increases its specificity
MS AFP more than 2.5 mom is proven to be associated with premature
onset of uterine contraction culminating in preterm labour.
All these biochemical markers for preterm prediction are under various
studies  besides  lack  of  easy  availability  in  all  health  care  centres  or  cost
effectiveness is a major concern.
SCREENING METHODS FOR PREVENTION OF PRETERM BIRTH 
(ACOG GUIDELINES 2008)
ACOG recommendations for preterm labour prediction and prevention is 
based on good scientific evidence (level A)
 Methods like home uterine activity monitoring,salivary estriol and 
screening for infections like bacterial vaginosis is not recommended as routine
as there is no data to support these tests would prevent preterm delivery or 
even identify the onset of preterm uterine contractions.
ACOG recommendations are based on limited or inconsistent 
scientific evidence (Level B):
 Various screening tests like biochemical test for preventing preterm 
labour other than routine historic risk factors is not useful in general 
obstetric population.
 Transvaginal sonographic measurement of cervical length to 
determine cervical canal length along with detection and quantification of 
fetal fibronectin or the use of both helps in identifying high risk women 
going for preterm delivery.Both these two most reliable tests have their 
negative predictive value .
 Women with symptoms and signs of preterm labour can be tested 
with fetal fibronectin from their cervical secretions to identify those 
women who are less likely to progress for preterm delivery thus signifying
its high negative predictive value and avoiding unnecessary interventions.
 No current data supports use of home uterine monitoring (or) bacterial
vaginosis screening.
Sonography to determine cervical length may be useful in determining
women  at  risk  of  preterm  labour.  Their  value  rest  primarily  with  their
negative predictive value.
Methods  to  assess  cervical  length  have  gradually  evolved  over  past
decade.
“Transvaginal  sonography  is  the  preferred  route  for  cervical
assessment to identify women at increased risk of spontaneous preterm
birth and should be offered to women at increased of preterm birth”. (II-
2B Evidence level)
SOGC GUIDELINES MAY 20119
An observational prospective study  done by Iams et al and Fernando
Arias 15 , based on random screening by transvaginal measurement of cervical
length  in  an  unselected  general  population  of  women  with  singleton
pregnancy  at 24 and 28 weeks gestation showed that the mean cervical length
at 24 weeks gestation is between 26 mm-43 mm and at 28 weeks 26 mm to 42
mm and the correlation between decline in cervical length and preterm labour
was analysed .Studies done by katherina S32 et al and celia Burrell 33et al also
shows similar conclusions.
The relative risk of preterm labour as determine by the study is 6.5 times
in case of those whose cervical length is less than 26 mm( 10 th centile) and
13.9 fold in those with cervical length less than 13 mm ( 1 st centile) compared
with rate of spontaneous preterm birth if cervix was at 75th percentile length
(40 mm) or greater. 
Depending  upon  the  study,short  cervix  is  defined  as  length  less  than
25mm or 10th centile measured at 24-28 weeks gestation.
With the results shown by the study,there were many prospective and
retrospective  studies  conducted  all  over  the  world  correlating  the  cervical
length and its rate of decline with the preterm delivery.
A metanalaysis of about 46 studies is done by Honest et al including
about  31,000  cases  who  are  singleton  asymptomatic  and  brought  out  the
efficiency  of  this  TVS  measurement  of  cervical  length  for  prediction  of
spontaneous preterm labour 
To  summarise,  cervical  length  less  than  25  mm  is  a  predictor  of
spontaneous preterm delivery with best predictive value when done early in
gestation and its not much reliable when done beyond 30 weeks of gestational
age.
Sonography of uterine cervix:
For effective prediction of preterm labour, appropriate measurement of 
cervical length by ultrasound is essential.
Normal Cervix:
      In ultrasound cervix is visualized as soft tissue structure with mid 
texture echoes. Cervical canal appear as echogenic line surrounded by 
hypoechoiec area.This hypoechoeic area is due to endocervical glands.
Various sonographic studies had evaluated the various changes in cervix
during different trimester of pregnancy. Due to increase in glandular content
of cervix in first trimester,a normal cervix increases in length during initial
weeks of pregnancy.
 A study by Gramellini et al done in nulliparas and multiparas has given
a  reference  curve  of  cervical  length  throughout  using  TVS.  At  about  20
weeks,  at  fetal  anatomic survey 10th, 50th  and 90th  percentile of cervical
length are 40, 47 and 53 mm respectively,  regardless of parity. A progressive
linear reduction in cervical length occurs over 10th to 40th week of gestation.
Methods of measuring cervical length using ultrasound:
There are three methods to measure the cervical length
1. Trans abdominal
2. Trans perineal / Translabial
3. Transvaginal
There are advantages & limitations for each approach in various clinical 
situations.
1. TRANSABDOMINAL METHOD
 For transabdominal method,urinary bladder should be full to create 
shadow and scanning done in midline of lower,above symphysis pubis using 3 
MHZ frequency transducer abdomen with longitudinal scanning.to visualize 
the entire cervical canal ,adjustment of transducer must be necessary.
Disadvantages
   Overdistension of urinary bladder can give false measurement of 
length of the cervix  
    Using  transabdominal approach, identification of external cervical os may be 
inaccurate and difficult .this will lead to gross error in the measurement of cervical length.
  Using transabdominal approach,cervix greater than 25 mm can be 
measured.but patients with length less than 2 cm is difficult to measure due 
to vaginal and bladder shadow.
   It is technically very difficult and inaccurate in determining cervical 
length in obese women and when fetal head is engaged.
  As with another technique,there is possibility of higher inter observer
and intraobserver variation in transabdominal method.
To  summarise,the  tranasabdminal  method  of  cervical  length
measurement  has  low sensitivity  and  is  not  routinely  useful  in  predicting
those at risk for preterm labour.
2. TRANSPERINEAL / TRANSLABIAL APPROACH:
This is an uncommon approach useful only when the cervix is not viewed
using transabdominal scan or patient has severe vaginismus not permitting for 
transvaginal approach.
Procedure:
 Position of the patient to be examined by this transperineal approach is
in  supine  position  with  abducted  hips  and  empty  bladder.Ultrasound
transducer is placed at the introitus between labia minora in sagittal  plane
along the direction of vagina.With this technique, entire cervical length can
be visualized in 95 percentage of the cases.
Disadvantages:
The main disadvantage of transperineal sonography in measurement of 
cervical length is its poorer reproducibility
Presence of gas in bowel and the symphysis pubis will obscure the view 
of cervical os thereby difficulty in measuring cervical length.
3.TRANSVAGINAL SONOGRAPHY:
The best method for measurement for cervical length is by transvaginal
sonography of cervix and it is the reference method for measuring various
dimensions of cervix.
The technique  is  quite  easy  and its  pre-requisite  is  an  empty  urinary
bladder.Patient  is  made to lie  in supine position with hips semiflexed and
abducted.The  ultrasound  probe  is  inserted  into  vaginal  canal  upto  the
visualization of cervix which is usually 4 cm inside vagina and oriented in
longitudinal plane. 
Its  better if  the probe doesnot touch the cervix focusing entire cervix.
Based on the position of cervix anatomically, the transducer probe is adjusted
There is a standardized methodology to measure the cervical length for
obtaining maximum reproducibility. These are listed as follows:
1. While measuring cervical canal  length,  the complete  echogenic area is
seen for the accurate measurement from internal os to external os 
2.  There should be a v shaped notching or flat shaped internal os visible. 
3.  There  should  be  a  triangular  are  of  cervical  echogenicity  or  a  dimple
visualized at the level of external os.
4. The length between cervical canal to both lips of the cervix should be the
same.
5. Incase of curved or presence of obliquity of cervical canal,length can be
measured in two straight lines and the addition of two measurements can be
used as total cervical canal length.
6. Measurement of cervical length is done in three separate times and time for
measuring should be 3 minutes. The shortest length taken among the three
measurements  taken  each  for  duration  of  3  minutes  is  considered  as  the
cervical length of the patient.
These  above  steps  are  followed  inorder  to  reduce  the  inter-observer
variation and to produce a good reproducibility of the test. A study conducted
by burger et al has prove that the above steps when followed adequately can
bring about a interobserver difference of less than 1.2 mm which is very low
and excellent reproducibility.
Applying  too  much  pressure  on  anterior  cervix  may  cause  error  of
falsely elongated cervix and false measurement of length .this can be avoided
by  taking  a  satisfactory  image  of  cervix  then  withdrawing  transducer  till
blurring occurs and repositioning to get clearer image.
In patients with cervical length more than 25 mm ,and when the cervix is
curved, canal length is measured as sum of individual measurement instead of
one single measurement in accurate reading to avoid errors.
The technique ,higher reproducibility and accurate measurement makes
transvaginal measurement far superior and easier than other methods .Hence
the length is  various part  of  world is  measured by transvaginal  route  and
provides best results in predicting preterm delivery.
NORMAL CERVICAL LENGTH
 ACCEPTABILITY AND SAFETY
     Transabdominal approach has greater acceptability than other methods.
There is no difference in safety among all three methods.  However, being
superior in results,  the acceptance and safety of transvaginal  approach has
been  studied  and  the  results  are  favourable.  This  methods  has  good
acceptability among antenatal women and its safe too. Discomfort due to the
procedure is observed in less than 1 percent of the women and there is an
acceptance for repeated testing using same procedure also.
RELIABILITY AND REPRODUCIBILITY
     There are reports suggestive of higher reliability and reproducibility when
the procedure is done with standardized protocols. 
RECOGNISABLE EARLY  ASYMPTOMATIC  PHASE
     The biggest quality of a screening test is its ability to identify changes
even  before  symptoms  or  clinical  signs  begin.  By  this  ultrasonographic
measurement,  even  in  stages  of  early  asymptomatic  phase,  the  prone
population is identified and can be given special attention .this method could
detect  various  early  cervical  changes  like  opening of  cervical  internal  os,
progressive shortening of cervical length, widening of cervical canal between
external and internal os. 
 COMPARISON BETWEEN DIGITAL AND  SONOGRAPHIC  
MEASUREMENT 
     Digital examination and measurement of cervical length is highly 
unreliable because of its poorer reproducibility and its subjective in 
nature.Studies has compared the efficiency of both these methods in predicting
preterm birth and the results are in favour of sonographic 
measurement.Besides the cervical length measured by digital examination is 
11 mm shorter than the sonographic method.Cervical changes like opening of 
internal os,funneling of inernal os with closed external os couldnot be 
measured by digital examination.
LIMITATIONS 
      Besides its accuracy in measurement of cervical length and giving a
strong  correlation  between  its  length  shortening  and  preterm
birth,transvaginal  ultrasonogram9 has some technical limitations due to the
following reasons.
 Full bladder
    An empty bladder is very essential as full bladder may exert undue
pressure on the cervix and makes difficulty in identifying internal os opening
or funneling 
 Probe pressure:
      By making excessive pressure on the cervix while measuring length
of cervix and changes in cervix, there will  be false  elongation of cervical
canal ,masking of funneling or opening of internal os.This excessive probe
pressure can be recognized by the sonolologist by its hyperechogenicity. 
 Uterine contraction
       Uterine segment contraction can mask the funneling of cervix and in
which case repetition of test few hours later can resolve.
Complication of TVS in high risk women :
1.Begining of  uterine  contraction in  women with cervical  length less
than  25mm due to stimulation of cervix and uterus due to probe
2.Introduction  of  infection  into  uterine  cavity  in  case  of  preterm
premature rupture of membranes causing chorioamnionitis. 
The reason behind the association of short cervix with preterm delivery
is not understood. Possible mechanisms are the length of cervix correlates
with  the  mechanical  resistance  offered  by  the  cervix  and  the  presence  of
mucous  plus  in  cervical  canal  which  maintains  its  reduced  access  to
exogenous pathogens from lower genital tract  and urinary tract  preventing
uterine infections.
Inaddition  to  cervical  length  there  are  other  parameters  in  the cervix
studied  but  none  of  them  has  fair  correlation  with  incidence  of  preterm
labour. As the length of the cervix increases there is less possibility for the
patient to deliver prematurely. 
In  otherwords  the  likelihood  ratio  is  inversely  correlated  with  the
cervical length measured by transvaginal sonography.this corre;ates with the
studies done by Sumana G 34et al and Sindhu K35 et al.
There is another important cervical parameter which adds value to length
of cervix. it is cervical funneling. The part of the cervix which is open is
funnel length and the funnel width  is defined as opening of internal cervical
os, as detected by ultrasound. Percent funneling is defined as proportion of
funnel length in relation to total cervical length, which is obtained by addition
of functional length and funnel length.
The cervical  funneling  changes  doesnot  occur  suddenly  an  follows  a
series of changes described well in the study by Dr. Iams43 et al which is as
follows, 
 T shaped cervix:which is normal closed cervix With both internal os 
and external os is closed.there is no funneling
 Y shaped cervix:opening of internal os occurs and effacement 
begins.small funneling occurs which is usually less than a quarter of total 
cervical length hence clinically this finding is not significant.serial 
monitoring for progressive funneling may help in these patients with y shaped
cervix at an interval of 4 weeks
 V shaped cervix: there is more than one quarter of funneling and 
effacement as it becomes close to external os,the funneling becomes 
significant and it has high likelihood ratio for preterm delivery
 U shaped cervix: both internal and external os  are open and the fetal 
membranes protrudes through the external os.at this point there is more 
chance for preterm delivery with the  highest likelihood ratio.
            T-SHAPED         Y- SHAPED CERVIX
            
V SHAPED CERVIX  U SHAPED CERVIX
 Cervical changes like funneling has limited role in the prediction as a single 
parameter.The importance of funneling is it adds value to the short 
cervix.with normal cervical length ,the presence of funneling doesnot 
increase the risk for preterm delivery a study conducted by . Guzman et al has
signified that funneling of cervix doesnot affect the gestation age of delivery 
unless the cervical length is compromised.
    In some high risk pregnancies,an interesting method of sonographic 
assessment of cervical changes on transfundal or suprapubic pressure is being
studied.It has been evaluated for studying cervical competence in such 
pregnancies.
    In addition to cervical length and funneling other parameters have 
also been studied including position of anterior and posterior surface of 
cervix,endocervical glands,vasularity,cervical index etc. a study conducted by
Berghella37 et al has shown that other than length of cervix, none of the 
parametres has shown promising correlation with gestational age at delivery.
Invention  of  three  dimenstional  ultrasound  has  been  studies  in
assessment of cervical length and funneling with greater accuracy.But many
studies  has  proven  that  use  of  2D  ultrasound  is  adequate  for  reasonable
accuracy in determining cervical length.
Percentage funneling is more accurate than functional length of cervix
but this has been challenged by the result of a study done by To eta al which
signifies  that  length  measurement  alone  has  significance  in  preterm
prediction.
Timing and frequency of examination:
Cervical  length   is  normal  in  almost  antennal  women  during  first
trimester and early second trimester  irrespective of presence or absence of
hish risk factors like previous preterm birth or second trimester abortions and
short cervix.the sensitivity of the test done in first trimester is very low due to
following factors
1. Women who have the natural tendency to deliver a preterm baby has
cervical length shortening beginning only at 16 weeks gestation which will be
undetected if done before that period.
2. In early trimesters ,there is no clear differentiation between cervix and
lower uterine segment which makes it difficult to identify the actual cervix
for measuring cervical length
As in early trimester, measurement of cervical length after mid-trimester is 
also not valuable because 
4. There is  natural preparedness of cervix in normal pregnancies 
approaching term causing shortening of cervix progressively
5. Even short cervix measurements like 15mm-24mm is considered 
normal and physiologic after 30 weeks of gestation and there is no evidence 
for  higher incidence of  preterm delivery in such patients
             PICTURE SHOWING SHORT CERVIX
Serial Measurement of cervical length is not always possible .if single reading
is to be taken in antenatal woman ,it can be best performed between 18-24
weeks of gestation.there will be progressive shortening of cervix between this
gestational age. 
In  pregnancies  with  high  risk  factors  for  preterm  delivery,cervical
changes  like  shortening  and  funneling  occurs  in  earlier  gestational  age
itself.the positive finding for preterm labour detected at earlier gestational age
has more significance and high likelihood ratio for preterm delivery.
   Hence all high risk pregnancies for preterm labour can be screened
between 14-18 weeks of gestation. In high risk pregnancies the frequency of
repetition of  test  can be done at  an interval  of  3-4 weeks  not  before two
weeks.The standard protocol hasnot been ascertained. If a patient has normal
cervical length between 18-22 weeks ,then the test can be repeated at 22-26
weeks  of  gestation.  in  patients  with  highest  risk  like  second  trimester
abortions,early  preterm  labour  history  can  be  screened  at  14-18  weeks
initially and repeated between 18-22 weeks.
Frequency of cervical length measurement:
Timing and frequency for serial measurements depends on the following 
factors
 Length of cervix during primary screening
 Rate of decline of length per week.
Various studies have shown the rate of decline of cervical length in those
who deliver preterm varies from 1 mm-8mm per week within 95% confidence
interval  of  intra  observer  and interobserver   variability.  A minimum of  2
weeks interval is necessary to decide the rate of decline of length.
The  main  pathophysiological  changes  in  short  cervix  which  leads  to
preterm labour are as follows,
 Intrinsic changes in cervix
Cervix is a firm structure with abundant connective tissue. The main 
reason proposed to be a reason for short cervix is intrinsic weakness of cervix 
due to loss or decrease in connective tissue structures within cervix. 
Sometimes the cervix is shortened due to structural defects as a result of 
traumatic or surgical procedures. sometimes very rarely cervical insufficiency 
occurs due to inherent connective tissue disorders. 
  Most of the pregnant mothers have  a normal cervix in first trimester.As 
the gestation sac size increases in second trimester it exerts pressure on the 
weakest portion of cervix and causes shortening of cervical length sometimes 
opening of internal os.
1.INFLAMMATION
Short cervix is an important cause of ascending infections from genital 
tract to uterine cavity causing chorioamnionitis. this infection release various 
inflammatory cytokines like interleukins-6 . This inflammation spreads to 
placenta which results in preterm labour.
2.UTERINE CONTRACTION
 
Subnormal uterine contractions observed during early trimester in some 
asymptomatic antenatal women were studied and has shown to cause 
decreased cervical length .Whether shortened cervix due to intrinsic cervical 
weakness leads to subnormal uterine contractions or uterine contractions lead 
to shortening of cervical length is unknown.
Cervical length is best predictor in previous history of preterm labour
Comparison of cervical length in those with history of preterm labour 
and those without any high factors shows that cervical length shortening is 
best predictor for current pregnancy in those with previous history of preterm 
labour with 80% sensitivity and 90% negative predictive value and 55% 
positive predictive value. Since the negative predictive value is very high for 
cervical length in prediction of preterm labour, women with cervical length 
more than 30mm can be left and around 90 percent of them will deliver in 
term. Interventions like antenatal corticosteroids, tocolytics and 
antimicrobials is not needed.
Cervical length and spontaneous preterm birth in high risk women
Study
Gestational
age at
testing
Cervical
length cut off
(mm)
Sensi 
tivity
Speci 
ficity PPV NPV
Sandra O hara 41et al 18-24 < 25mm 70 78 81 92
Honest H 42 et al < 20 weeks <25mm 70 80 71 88
Crane1 et al
Hutchen 1et 
al 
19 < 30mm 63 77 28 93
Sandra 0’Hara 41et al has conducted study on cervical length for 
predicting preterm birth and a comparison of ultrasonic measurement 
techniques which concludes short cervix less than 25 mm is a string 
indicator of preterm birth and best method in measuring cervical length is 
by ultrasonogram. transvaginal ultrasonogram has highest sensitivity and 
negative predictive value than other methods of ultrasonogram.But the 
need of screening of cervical length in low risk pregnancies is debate.  
Honest H42 and batmann LM et al showed that transvaginal sonograpahic 
measurement of cervical length could help in prediction of preterm labour 
eventhough there is huge variation of ideas and conclusions regarding 
gestational age of screening. Out of these results from various studies it is 
derived that cervical length should be measured lesser than 20 weeks gestation
and cutoff being 25mm with occurrence of spontaneous preterm labour before 
34 weeks gestation. 
The summary LR+ for this group was 6.29 (95% CI, 3.29-12.02), with 
corresponding LR- of 0.79 (95% CI, 0.65-0.95).it also concludes that 
inaddition to sonographic cervical length measurement, funneling of cervix is 
also a predictor. For symptomatic group, there is lack of sufficient data 
regarding funneling as a predictor of preterm labour 
     JMG Crane 1et al , conducted meta analysis of various study reports
signifying the cervical  length measured butt  TVS in prediction of preterm
labour in asymptomatic  women with history of  preterm labour.The results
showed a  cut-off cervical length of 25mm and below this length, there is
higher preterm delivery with high sensitivity, 77 % specificity, low positive
predictive value  and high negative predictive value .
   JMG  Crane  et  al also concluded  the effect of progressive cervical
shortening in  asymptomatic  high  risk  women  detected  by TVS in  adding
effective value to the short length of cervix detected previously 
Bittar24RE et al and chen ling et al29  has studied the combination of 
cervical length and  phosphorylated insulin like growth factor binding protein
in prediction of preterm birth and the conclusion is with the cervical length 
less than 20mm in those with history of preterm delivery here is 6 fold 
increased risk of preterm delivery.
Athena26 souka  et  al  included  women  with  past  history  of  preterm
delivery and observed serial cervical length measurements from first trimester
to  second  trimester   and  showed  that  there  is  progressive  shortening  of
cervical length in those high risk women who delivered preterm.
Chen  ling  et  al  studied high risk antenatal woman with previous history
of preterm and found that the TVS measurement of cervical length has high
specificity and negative predictive value in predicting preterm delivery
Maiabrik27 et al has studied the biochemical testing of interuekin -6 and
cervical  length in  prediction and concluded that  inflammatory  interleukins
adds  value  to  cervical  length  measurement  for  the  prediction  of  preterm
labour.  When  the  cervical  length  is  more  than  25mm  when  detected  in
midtrimester in antenatal mothers with previous history of preterm birth, most
of them deliver by term and thereby prevent unnecessary anxiety inducing
interventions.
The sensitivity of prediction of preterm labour is reasonably high in high
risk when compared to low risk population.
VALIDATION OF CERVICAL LENGTH MEAUSREMENT IN 
OTHER HIGH RISK FACTORS
In addition to prior preterm delivery,other high risk factors for preterm
delivery has also been studied like prior second trimester abortions,dilation
and  curettage,mullerian  anomalies,previous  conisation  procedures  for
cervical intraepithelial neoplasia 
Author
GA
studied
(mm)
CL
(mm)
Sensiti
vity
Specific
ity
PPV NPV
Low risk (cross
sectional)
Iams43 Singleton
22-25 25 37 92 18 97
Singleton; 
Mullerian 
anomaly Airoldi 3
14-24 <25 71 91 50 96
Singleton ;  Prior D & E
Visintine4 
14-24 <25 53 75 48 22
Visintine  4 et  al,  has  studied  antenatal  women with  history  of
multiple abortions with short cervix and has found that there is three
times  increased  risk  for  preterm  delivery  in  these  women  when
compared with those with no risk factors. It was a retrospective study
which includes women who are asymptomatic singleton with history
of more than single abortion. 
These  patients  were  subjected  to  transvaginal  measurement  of
cervical; length between 14 and 24 weeks and followed up every 4
weeks .around half  of  the population with length less  than 25 mm
delivered  preterm babies  and this  test  has  high  negative  predictive
value too.
Airoldi3 and  associates  conducted  their  prospective  study  on  women
with mullerian anomalies singleton pregnancies and found that the prediction
of preterm by tvs measurement of cervical length proved to be highy accurate
with good negative predictive value and fairly good positive value 
Ramaeker  21 et al studied threatened abortion as a high risk factor for
short cervix and predictor of preterm labour.he carried this study on those
women with history  of  bleeding or  spotting  episodes  in  first  trimester.the
results showed significant  correlation between cervical  length and preterm
labour.  Odds ratio for  threatened abortion and preterm labour is  high and
hence measurement of cervical length is useful in preterm labour  prediction.
Robert Romero28 et al has done a meta-analysis of various studies based
on use of micronized progesterone in patients without symptoms for preterm
labour  having  short  cervix.the  results  showed  a  significant  reduction  in
incidence  of  preterm  labour  in  those  with  usage  of  progesterone  thereby
reducing neonatal mortality and morbidity and  NICU admissions
.
Christannah  M.  Domin  et  al  did  a  metaanalysis  on  23  studies  on
asymptomatic patients with singleton pregnancies and concluded that cervical
length measurement is effective in predicting preterm labour.
As there is adequate proof for the use of 17 hydroxy progesterone in
prolonging gestation beyond 34 weeks, this transvaginal usg prediction will
help in identifying high risk people and preventing them from going in for
preterm labour. 
Kansaria and Gary Cunningham38 et al analysed women with multiple 
risk factors and  observed positive correlation between cervical length and 
preterm labour 
Jane norman 39 and  colleagues made metaanalysis of 15 studies    and has
found a positive correlation between preterm labour and transvaginal cervical
length  measurement  in  those  with  history  of  peretrem
delivery,infections,previous dilation and curettage.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study design: Prospective observational study
Study place: Govt Theni Medical college and hospital
Sample size: 200
Inclusion criteria         
1. Asymptomatic antenatal women between 18-26 weeks gestation 
who have registered before 16 weeks of gestation with known LMP
2. Antenatal women between 18-26 weeks gestation with one of the
following high risk factors 
 History of threatened abortion in present pregnancy
 Previous first trimester abortions
 Previous second trimester abortion
 Past history of preterm birth are included
 Second gravida with interpregnancy interval less than one and 
hour years or more than 5 years
 Evidence of infections like UTI/bacterial vaginosis/periodontal 
disease
Exclusion criteria:
1. Multiple pregnancy
2. Congenital Fetal anomaly
3. Polyhydramnios 
4. Iatrogenic preterm birth due to severe 
preeclampsia,intrauterine fetal growth restriction etc
5. Patients who did not come for follow up at GTMCH
Methodology:
  The patients coming under inclusion criteria are explained about
the study and the transvaginal ultrasound procedure. Consent for the
same  obtained.  Using  transvaginal  ultrasound,  cervical  length  is
measured and they are asked to come for follow-up after 3-4 weeks.
If  cervical  length  is  more  than  25mm,  these  patients  are  not
subjected to further follow up scan and their gestation age at delivery
and mode of deliver are noted. If the length is less than 25mm,follow
up scan upto 28 weeks is done and the patients are followed up till
delivery.
Technique:
Mind Ray 2D Ultrasound  with Transvaginal probe (Frequency  7.5
MHZ)
Position- dorsal position
Prerequisites:
Consent for the procedure and study.
Technique of measurement of cervical length:
Patient is placed in supine position with hips abducted 
Patient or sonographer introduces transvaginal probe which is 
covered by lubricated condom
Sagittal image of cervix occupying the  almost 50-75% of entire 
screen is brought and slowly the transducer is withdrawn, until image 
appears blurred.
Cervix length is measured between internal os to external os .If
cervix is not straight, two end to end straight measurements are taken
and  average cervical length measured.
  Three measurements are taken for three mins and the shortest 
measurement is taken as final cervical length.
In each case, the following protocol is followed.
1. History of the patient including menstrual cycle regularity , last
menstrual period ,availability of dating scan.
2. High  risk  factors  for  preterm  labour  described  already  like
previous  preterm  delivery,  previous  spontaneous  second  trimester
abortion, threatened miscarriage in current pregnancy  are noted
3. History of past medical and surgical history like conisation,D
and C are noted
4. Prepregnancy BMI using height  and weight done.
5. basic blood investigations such as Hemoglobin, urine routine,
Blood grouping with Rh typing, ICTC , GCT done.
6. General examination and obstetric examination of each patient
7. cervical length is measured between 16-18 weeks and patient is
asked to come for repeat scan after 4 weeks.  If  the patient has short
cervix, they are asked to come for follow up scan after 4 weeks.
8. Patients are educated about  preterm labour symptoms like dull
lower  abdomen  crampy  pain,  discharge  per  vaginum  etc.They  are
followed up until delivery. Gestational age at delivery, birth weight of
baby, NICU admissions are followed up.
RESULTS:
This is a prospective observation study conducted at Govt Theni
medical  college  and  hospital  in  the  department  of  obstetrics  and
gynecology. this study was conducted on 200 antenatal  women and
were subjected to transvaginal ultrasonogram for determining cervical
length in midtrimester.patients with short cervix are followed up with
serial ultrasound. all  the patients were followed up till  delivery and
their baby details were recorded.
Among these  200 study population,100 were without  any high
risk factors for preterm delivery and 100 were with high risk factors
for the same. The results were statistically analysed.
    Out  of  200  antenatal  women  upon  whom  the  study  was
conducted,majority were multigravida which accounts to 79.59% and
primigarvida were accounting to 20.59%. in other words, out of 200
patients  studied,  159  constituted  multigravida  and  41  were
primigravida.(table-1)
   Based on the gestational age at delivery,the study group can be
divided as those who delivered preterm ( 43) and those who delivered
at  term(  157)  which  constitutes  21.5  percent  and  78.5  percent
respectively(table 2)
Out  of  41  primigravida  ,  9  mothers  delivered  preterm  babies
whereas 32 mothers delivered term babies. Among 159  multigravida,
34 delivered preterm and 125 delivered term.( table 3) 
The sociodemographic variables of the study population was also
evaluated.based on the age of the antenatal popltaion under study,they
were  divided  into  5  major  groups.teenage  pregnancies  and  elderly
pregnancies were also studied in this. Out of 200 study population, 96
were  belonging  to  21-24  years  age  group  followed  by  71  number
between 25-29 years.there  were  12 patients  who were less  than 20
years of age  and 8 patients more than 35 years of age.(table 4)
The incidence of preterm deliveries among different  age group
studied was found .about 8 deliveries out of 12 in teenage pregnancies
resulted  in  preterm  delivery(  66.67%)  followed  by  23.95  %  and
23.07% in 21-24 and 25-29 age groups respectively.only 12.5 % of the
deliveries were preterm  in women more than 35 yrs of age.(table 5)
The most important observation of this study was the distribution
of  study  population  based  on  cervical  length  and  its  relation  to
occuranace of preterm delivery. Out of 200 patients studied, 41 cases
had short cervix which constitutes 20.5% of the population. About 159
patients had cervical length more than 25mm which constitutes 79.5%.
out of 200 patients. Majority of them had cervical length between 36-
40mm  followed  by  31-35mm   and  26-30mm  respectively.only  14
patients had cervical length more than 4 cm.(table-6)
Out of 41 patients with cervical length less than 25mm,  around
25  patients  delivered  preterm  and  14  patients  out  of  32  who  had
cervical length between 26-30mm delivered preterm.(table 6) 
In  table  7,the  number  of  patients  with  short  cervix  and  their
outcome vs number of patients with cervical length more than 25mm
and  their  pregnancy  outcome  were  given.  The  various  statistical
parameters  of transvaginal  sonographic cervical length measurement
as a screening test for preterm labour prediction is studied.
The results  showed that  the sensitivity  of  this  test  is  58% and
specificity  is  89%.The  efficiency  of  the  test  is  83%  and  positive
predictive value is 60%,negavtive predictive value is 89% 
False positive rate is 10% and false negative rate is 42% 
Kappa agreement is moderate agreement.
The mean cervical length is 32.35 mm and standard deviation is
6.83
The mean gestational age at delivery is 38.28 weeks and standard
deviation is 2.03 table 7 b
The p value of transvaginal ultrasound measurement of cervical
length  in  prediction  of  preterm  labour  in  asymptomatic  singleton
pregnancy is 0.001 which is significant.
Body mass index is a separate risk factor for preterm delivery and
based  on the  distribution  of  BMI among  the  study  population  it  is
divided .the majority were falling under BMI of 21-25 which is 126
patients out of 200. Among these 126 patients 23 patients delivered
preterm babies.there was 15 patients with very low BMI out of which
9  delivered  preterm  which  signifies  that  low  body  weight  is  an
independent risk factor for preterm delivery.( Table 8)
Among these 200 study population,majority delivered by labour
natural  67%  followed  by  27%  LSCS  and  4.5  %  instrumental
deliveries. There was  about 3 assisted breech deliveries.(table 9)
Table 10 shows the number of neonatal admissions among study
population  based  on  their  birthweight.all  the  babies  with  low
birthweight less than 2 kg  and macrosomia were on admission . there
were 28 NICU admissions out of 43  preterm deliveries and 20 NICU
admissions among 153 term babies.(table 11)
The study  population  (n=200)  was  internally  separated  as  two
groups.group A with high risk factor and group B without high risk
factor  for  preterm  delivery.in  this  group  A,  about  21  patients  had
previous history of abortion in first trimester,out of which 4 had short
cervix and 2 delivered preterm babies.
Out  of  9  patients  with  high risk  factor  of  spontaneous  second
trimester abortion ,4 has short cervix and 2 delivered preterm.
Out of 19 patients with history of previous preterm delivery, 15
has short cervix and 11 delivered preterm.
Out of 11 threatened labour,4 had short cervix and 2 delivered
preterm.
Out of 10 patients with interpregnancy interval less than 1.5 yrs,2
had short cervix and both delivered preterm.
Out of 7 patients with greater interpregnancy interval,only 1 had
short cervix with all delivering at term.
Out of 15 patients with UTI,4 had short cervix and 2 delivered
preterm.
Out of 3 patients with bacterial vaginosis,none had short cervix
and no preterm delivery
Out of 5 patients with periodontal disease,1 had short cervix and
no preterm delivery.(table 12)
Comparing these two groups shows that  the patients with high
risk for preterm delivery has increased number of patients with short
cervix.out of 100 women with risk factors 35 had short cervix and 21
delivered preterm whereas in those without risk factors, only 6 patients
had short cervix and 4 delivered preterm.(Table 13)
Table 1
Distribution of study population based on parity  (n=200)
Parity Number Percentage
Primigravida 41 20.5%
Multigravida 159 79.5%
Chart 1
Distribution of study population based on parity
Table 2
Distribution of study population based on gestational age at 
delivery (n= 200)
Gestational Age Number Percentage
Preterm 43 21.5
Term 157 78.5
                Chart 2
Table- 3
Relationship between parity& Gestational Age at Delivery(n
=100)
Parity Preterm Term
Primigravida 9 32
Multigravida 34 125
Total 43 157
Chart 3
Table-4
Age Distribution of study population(n=200)
Chart 4
Age(years) Number Percentage
<20 12 6
21-24 96 48
25-29 71 35.5
30-34 13 6.5
>=35 8 4
Table 5
Distribution of study population based in age and its
relationship to preterm delivery(n=200)
Age(years) Number Preterm
Percenta
ge
<=20 12 8 66.67
21-24 96 23 23.95
25-29 71 8 11.26
30-34 13 3 23.07
>=35 8 1 12.5
Chart 5
Table 6
Distribution of study population based on cervical length (mm)
& Gestational age at delivery (n=200)
Cervix
Length(mm)
No of
cases
Preter
m
Percent
age
<25 41 25 60.97
26-30 32 14 43.75
31-35 43 2 4.65
36-40 70 2 2.85
>40 14 0 0
Chart 6
Table- 7
Relationship between cervical length in mm and Gestational 
age at delivery among study population (n=200)
Cervical
Length(mm)
Preter
m Term Total
<25  25 (a) 16(b) 41
>25 18(c) 141(d) 159
Table 7 a
Statistical parameters
Parameters Estim
ate
95% CI
Sensitivity 58% 42% -73%
Specificity 89% 84% -94%
Efficiency 83% 77% -88%
False positive rate 10% 6% - 17%
False negative rate 42% 27% - 58%
Positive predictive value 60% 44%-76%
Negative predictive value 89% 83% - 93%
Kappa agreement =0.4
9 
Moderate  agreement 
                           Chart 7 A
ROC Curve
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y
14.00 1.000
1.00
0
15.50 1.000 .977
18.00 .994 .977
21.00 .981 .953
22.50 .975 .907
23.50 .968 .837
25.50 .885 .465
27.50 .803 .326
30.00 .758 .186
32.50 .631 .163
33.50 .561 .163
35.00 .497 .140
36.50 .401 .140
37.50 .312 .116
38.50 .223 .093
39.50 .146 .023
41.00 .089 .000
43.00 .000 .000
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Scatter plot with regression estimate shows the positive, fair 
correlation (r=0.22 p=0.01) between cervical length and gestational age
CHART 7 C
Table 7 b
Correlation of Cervical Length with Gestational age at
delivery
Cervical Length
(mm)
Gestational 
Age (weeks)
Mean 32.35 38.28
S.D 6.38 2.03
„p‟
value
r= 0.10 < 0.001 Significant
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Scatter plot with regression estimate shows the positive, fair 
correlation (r=0.22 p=0.001) between cervical length and gestational age
p value of transvaginal cervical length measurement in predicting 
preterm labour in asymptomatic singleton gestation  was 0.001, which is
significant
CHART 7E
Table-8
Relationship between BMI & gestational age at Delivery
BMI Total Preterm Term
<20 15 9 6
21-25 126 23 103
26-30 49 4 45
>30 10 0 10
Chart 8
Table- 9
Distribution of study population based on mode of delivery 
(n=200)
Mode Number percentage
Labour natural 134 67
Assisted Breach 3 1.5
Outlet forceps 9 4.5
LSCS 54 27
Chart 9
Table 10
Distribution of newborns based on birth weight and NICU
admission
Birth Weight(kg) Total No NICU admission
<1.5 4 4
1.5-2 13 13
2.1-2.5 24 9
2.6-3 103 14
3.1-3.5 38 3
3.6-4 11 1
>4 5 4
Chart 10
Table 11
Gestational Age Vs NICU Admission
GA Total
NICU
Admission
Preterm 43 28
Term 153 20
Chart 11
Relationship between gestational age at delievry and NICU
admission
Table 12
 Relationship between different risk factors and cervical length 
S.
No. Risk factor No
Cervic
al 
length<2.5
mm
Pr
eterm
0
No identifiable risk 
factors
10
0 6 4
1
Prior one/more 1st 
abortion trimester 21 4 2
2
Prior spontaneous 2nd 
trimester abortion 9 4 2
3 prior preterm delivery 19 15 11
4 Threatened abortion 11 4 2
5A
Interpregnancy 
Interval<1.5 years 10 2 2
5B
Interpregnancy 
Interval>1.5 years 7 1 0
6 UTI 15 4 2
7 Bacterial Vagnosis 3 0 0
8 Periodontal diseae 5 1 0
Chart 12
Table 13  
 
 Comparison between the incidence of preterm delivery in
pregnancies with riskfactors for preterm delivery vs those without
risk factors
Groups Group A
 ( risk factors) 
N= 100
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( no risk factors)
N=100
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25 mm
35 6
Preterm delivery 21 4
Group Statistics
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Boxplot compares the cervical length of no risk and high risk
DISCUSSION:
In our  study including 200 antenatal  women,  about  12 patients
were  less  than  20  years  old  and  8  out  of  12  teenage  pregnancies
resulted in preterm deliveries which constitutes 66.67%30 This result
showing teenage pregnancy as an independent risk factor for preterm
delivery is comparable to the study result conducted by Athena P souka
et al, Conde Agudelo11 et al which also establishes teenage as risk for
preterm delivery.
      In our study including 200 antenatal cases, 41 cases were
identified  to  be  having  short  cervix  and  25  of  them  had  preterm
delivery which constitutes 60.97%. there is increased chance of preterm
labour in patients having cervical length between 26mm-30mm which
constitutes 43%.these results were comparable to the study conducted
by Fernando Arias et al which also gives a positive association between
short cervix and occurence of preterm delivery.
      In our study ,among 100 antenatal women with one of the high
risk  factors  for  preterm  delivery,  21  patients  had  history  of  first
trimester abortions and out of these patients 4 patients had short cervix
and 50% of them delivered preterm babies(n=2) 
Visintine et al and David36 et al study also showed similar result.in
this  study  ,antenatal  women  with  one  or  more  prior  first  trimester
abortion are subjected to transvaginal ultrasound and cervical length is
measured in this study the sensitivty of this test in prediction of preterm
delivery is 50% and specificity is 85%.women with short cervix and
one  ore  first  trimester  abortions  have  three  fold  risk  for  preterm
delivery than those with normal cervical length.
 Davari tanha 20 et al and Mella 19MD et al conducted a prospective
study on similar groups with more than one dilation and curettage and
has found a fairly high sensitivity and good specificity.
In our present study, out of 100 antenatal cases in high risk group
about 19 patients were having history of  preterm delivery.out  of 19
such high risk patients,15 were having cervical length less than 25mm
and 11 delivered  preterm.this  signifies  that  prior  history  of  preterm
delivery is a important  risk factor for both short cervix and preterm
delivery in current pregnancy.
Crane, Hutchens et al has done a similar study including women
with previous  history  of  preterm labour  and has found that  there  is
increased risk of reccurent spontaneous preterm labour in this group
and there is more incidence of short cervix which is comparable to the
results of our study.
Comparison of present study with other studies
Author
N Preterm
birth
GA
Studied
Cervical 
length
cut off
Sensitiv
ity
Specifi
city
PPV NPV
 Owen et al 172 24 16-24 25 63 79 39 93
Visintine et al in
prior D&C, singleton
121 28 14-24 25 51 70 48 80
 Airoldi et al 
mullerian anomaly
60 10 14-24 25 62 88 40 86
Present study:
singleton,  prior
preterm  birth,  prior
first  trimester
abortions  Threatened
abortion,  infections
like  UTI,periodontal
disease
200 41 16-26 25 58 89 60 89
Bittar,  Fonseca  et  al  conducted  study  on  women  with
history  of  preterm delivery,  and  has  found  that  women  with
short cervical length (< 20 mm) had 69% risk of  subsequent
spontaneous  preterm delivery.
Abdul rahman sinho6 et al,Hebbar k  8et al, showed Women with
fisrt  trimester  threatened  abortion  has  an increased  risk   of  preterm
delivery. In out prsenet study ,11 patinets has threatened abortions and
4 out of 11 had short cervix.around 50% of those with short cervix and
threatened abortion delivered preterm.
Devon Rameker  et  al,  analysed association  of  vaginal  bleeding
with  spotting  or  bleeding  pv  during  early  trimester  as  a  risk  for
cervical length shortening. This study has given an odds ratio of 4.8 
        In our study,Out of 15 patients with UTI,4 had short cervix
and  2  delievred  preterm  and  Out  of  3  patients  with  bacterial
vaginosis,none had short cervix and no preterm delivery.these results
were comparable to the study conducted by Macones14 et al, Wendy 16et
al GA, Parrys et al which shows various genetic and infectious etiology
resulting in preterm birth.
In  asymptomatic  women  with  singleton  gestation,  transvaginal
measurement  of  cervical  length  with  cut  off  of  25mm  has  58%
sensitivity  (present  study)  in  predicting  preterm labour  (<37 weeks)
which is comparable to study by Vincento 17 et al 
Specificity  of  TVS measurement  of  cervical  length with 25mm
cutoff in predicting preterm labour in present study was 89% which
was comparable to other studies like Joshua L 22et al and Johns 23et al.
Negative predictive value  of cervical length in present study was
was  89 % which implies  89% mothers   who had normal  length  of
cervix( more than 25mm ) delivered term babies . Negative predictive
value was 93% (owen 18et al,Mukherji J  et al5) and 80% (Visintine 4, et
al) which is highly comparable.
About 60% of asymptomatic singleton women who had cervical
length less  than 25mm, has delivered  less  than 37 weeks gestation
which  suggests  a  positive  predictive  value  of  60%  which  was
comparable  to  39% (Owen  et  al18  , Berghella  V  et  al25 )  and  48%
(Visintine 4et al, J.M.O Brien 2 et al)
Hence in asymptomatic singleton pregnancies ,the determination
of  cervical  length  by  transvaginal  ultrasound  has  high  negative
predictive value and specificity and patients with short cervix has more
chances  for  delivering  preterm .patients  with  normal  cervix  can  be
identified and unnecessary intervention for fear of preterm labour can
be alleviated.
SUMMARY
This  is  a  prospective  observational  study  conducted  upon  200
antenatal  asymptomatic  women   with  singleton  pregnancies  with  or
without high risk factors for preterm delivery. Patients were subjected
to  transvaginal  ultrasonogram  for  determining  cervical  length  in
midtrimester.
 Among these 200 study population,100 had no identifiable high
risk factors for preterm delivery and 100 were with high risk factors for
the same. The results were statistically analysed.
    Out of 200 antenatal women, 79.59% were multigravida and
20.59% were primigravida
    About 21.5 percent patients delivered preterm and 78.5 percent
delivered at term. Out of 41 primigravida , 9 mothers delivered preterm
babies  whereas  32  mothers  delivered  term  babies.  Among  159
multigravida, 34 delivered preterm and 125 delivered term.
     Out of 200 study population, 96 were belonging to 21-24 years
age group followed by 71 number between 25-29 years. there were 12
patients who were less than 20 years of age  and 8 patients more than
35 years of age.
About 8 deliveries out of 12 in teenage pregnancies resulted in
preterm delivery( 66.67%) followed by 23.95 % and 23.07% in 21-24
and 25-29 age groups respectively.only 12.5 % of the deliveries were
preterm  in women more than 35 yrs of age.
    Out of 200 patients studied, 41 cases had short cervix which
constitutes 20.5% of the population. About 159 patients had cervical
length more than 25mm which constitutes 79.5%. out of 200 patients.
Majority of them had cervical length between 36-40mm followed by
31-35mm   and  26-30mm  respectively.only  14  patients  had  cervical
length more than 4 cm.
      Out of 41 patients with cervical length less than 25mm,  
   around 25 patients delivered preterm and 14 patients out of 32
who had cervical length between 26-30mm delivered preterm.
     The various statistical parameters of transvaginal sonographic
cervical  length  measurement  as  a  screening  test  for  preterm labour
prediction is studied.
    The results showed that the sensitivity of this test is 58% and
specificity  is  89%.The  efficiency  of  the  test  is  83%  and  positive
predictive value is 60%,negative predictive value is 89% 
False positive rate is 10% and false negative rate is 42% 
Kappa agreement is moderate agreement.
The mean cervical length is 32.35 mm and standard deviation is
6.83
The mean gestational age at delivery is 38.28 weeks and standard
deviation is 2.03 table 7 b
The p value of transvaginal ultrasound measurement of cervical
length  in  prediction  of  preterm  labour  in  asymptomatic  singleton
pregnancy is 0.001 which is significant.
About 126 patients out of 200 has BMI between 21-25. Among
these 126 patients 23 patients delivered preterm babies. There was 15
patients with BMI<20 out of which 9 delivered preterm.
Among these 200 study population, majority delivered by labour
natural 67% followed by 27% LSCS and 4.5 % instrumental deliveries.
There were 28 NICU admissions out of 43  preterm deliveries and
20 NICU admissions among 153 term babies.
The  study  population  (n=200)  was  internally  separated  as  two
groups.
Group A with high risk  factor  and Group B without  high risk
factor  for  preterm  delivery.In  this  group  A,  about  21  patients  had
previous history of abortion in first trimester,out of which 4 had short
cervix and 2 delivered preterm babies.
Out  of  9  patients  with  high  risk  factor  of  spontaneous  second
trimester abortion ,4 has short cervix and 2 delivered preterm.
Out of 19 patients with history of previous preterm delivery, 15
has short cervix and 11 delivered preterm.
Out of 11 threatened labour,4 had short cervix and 2 delivered
preterm. Out of 10 patients with interpregnancy interval less than 1.5
yrs,2 had short cervix and both delivered preterm.
Out of 7 patients with greater interpregnancy interval,only 1 had
short cervix with all delivering at term.
Out of 15 patients with UTI,4 had short cervix and 2 delivered
preterm.
Out of 3 patients with bacterial vaginosis,none had short cervix
and no preterm delivery
Out of 5 patients with periodontal disease,1 had short cervix and
no preterm delivery
Comparing these two groups shows that the patients with high risk
for  preterm  delivery  has  increased  number  of  patients  with  short
cervix.out of 100 women with risk factors 35 had short cervix and 21
delivered preterm whereas in those without risk factors, only 6 patients
had short cervix and 4 delivered preterm
Hence, transvaginal sonographic assessment of cervical length has
good  sensitivity  and  specificity   with  excellent  negative  predictive
value  in  prediction  of  preterm  labour   in  asymptomatic  singleton
pregnancies and can be used as screening test.
CONCLUSION
Preterm delivery and its effect on perinatal and neonatal morbidity
and mortality is a global issue  which needs significant attention among
health  care  personnel.  prediction  of  preterm   labour  by  suitable
effective and reliable method is a boon to save innumerable   young
lives.By  reducing  preterm  deliveries,  we  can  manage  huge
economic  ,medical  and social  burden on the  country  as  well  as  the
globe. 
Numerous  serum and  cervical  secretions  biomarkers  are  under
research.Their  efficacy  ,validity  and  cut  off  value  has  to  be
standardized  by  further  studies.  Transvaginal  sonographic
determination  of  cervical  length  in  women  with  asymptomatic
singleton pregnancy is both cost effective and has good validity as an
effective screening test.
     Fonseca et al in his recent publication has brought out the 
efficacy of progesterone in reducing incidence of preterm labour in high 
risk categories with short cervix. Hence compared to other methods of 
screening available now, TVS measurement of cervical length is better 
predictior of preterm labour in singleton pregnancies
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PROFORMA:
 Name:
 Age:
 IP NO:
 Address:
 Occupation:
 Income:
 Socioeconomic class: 
 Parity:
 LMP:
 EDD:
 h/o pain abdomen:
 h/o bleeding PV
 h/o burning  micturition 
 h/o excessive white discharge
  perception fetal movements:satisfactory/not
MENSTRUAL HISTORY:
 LMP:
 Regular/Irregular cycles:
 Duration of cycle:
MARITAL HISTORY:
 Married since:
 Consanguinous marriage:
OBSTETRIC HISTORY:
 Details of previous pregnancy/pregnancies 
 Mode of delivery:
 If induced, mode of induction
 If LSCS, indication for LSCS
 Duration of labour:
Baby details:
 Term/Preterm
 Baby weight:
 Survival of baby
Details of present pregnancy
 Booked:
 Immunised:
 Accurate GA:
 USG abdomen:
 single/multiple
 GA:
 Presence of uterine anomalies:yes/no 
 liquor status:
 Placental position:
PAST HISTORY:
 h/o DM/ HT/ TB/ BA/ Heart disease
 h/o  UTI,  conisation  /LLETZ/  Laser  ablation/  trachelectomy  for
CIN
GENERAL EXAMINATION:
 Conscious
 Pallor-yes/no
 Pedal edema-yes/no
VITALS: 
 Pulse rate:
 BP
P/A: 
 Uterus size:
 Acting:
P/V
 Cx 
 os 
Transvaginal ultrasound 
 Date:
 GA :
 Cervical length:
 Funneling : yes/no
 Outcome of present pregnancy:
 Mode of delivery:lscs/labour natural/assisted
 If lscs:indication for lscs 
BABY DETAILS
 Term/preterm
 Baby birth weight:
 APGAR:
 Survival: alive /dead
RISK FACTOR:
0- no identifiable risk factor
1- one or more 1st trimester abortion
2-spontaneous 2nd trimester abortion
3-previous preterm delivery
4-threatened abortion
5A-interpregnancy interval <1.5yrs
5B- interpregnancy interval >5yrs
6-UTI
7-bacterial vaginosis
KEY TO MASTER CHART:
GA- gestational age
CL-cervical length
BMI-body mass index
NICU-Neonatal intensive care unit
Risk factor:
0- no identifiable risk factor
1- one or more 1st trimester abortion
2-spontaneous 2nd trimester abortion
3-previous preterm delivery
4-threatened abortion
5A-interpregnancy interval <1.5yrs
5B- interpregnancy interval >5yrs
6-UTI
7-bacterial vaginosis



